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About me

As a fully independent financial adviser I work closely with my clients to provide holistic 
advice that ensures their financial well-being both now and in the future. 

I am a member of the Chartered Insurance Institute (CII), have a Diploma in Financial 
Planning (DipPFS) and hold a Statement of Professional Standing.

I live in Reigate, Surrey, but my roots are in the Midlands.  My client base covers London, 
Surrey and the Midlands.  I’m a keen sports fan and play golf and tennis whenever I can.

My experience

After completing a finance-focussed degree, I began my career in financial services 
at ‘SJP’ (St. James’s Place Wealth Management) as part of their compliance team, my 
technical background being an advantage in ensuring their advisers were giving the 
correct advice. 

The skills and experience I gained were a beneficial stepping-stone into an advisory role, 
where I have been fortunate to build long-lasting relationships with around 100 clients.

I joined One Financial Solutions as I wanted advisory independence.  Being 
independent allows me to focus on giving personalised advice to every client, rather 
than being restricted to a select number of providers.

How I work with my clients

I love my job.  Personally, I feel there’s nothing better than doing something that 
makes a real difference to my client’s lives – my aim is to accompany my clients on their 
journey, working with them to achieve a better future.

I offer a personal approach, using market-leading cashflow-forecasting software to 
underpin my advice, which I try to provide in a simple, jargon-free way so that it’s 
unambiguous and easy to understand.

What my clients say

Nick’s approach is tailored around me; 
he spends a long time listening to fully 
understand my needs and objectives.  
He‘s also great at explaining concepts 
in crystal-clear language. He’s very 
knowledgeable, very positive and very 
easy-going – making it easy to develop a 
trusting relationship with him.

Fabio Montagna
Creative Director, MPG Improbable
(February 2021)

Nick is an exceptionally good adviser 
and I felt I could trust his views as he 
was so open with me.  He listened 
to my needs and took care to ensure 
that the advice he gave addressed my 
needs. I was very comfortable with our 
discussions and his knowledge, friendly 
manner, genuine interest and good 
advice are a great combination to have 
in an adviser. 

Najira Begum
Economist, HM Treasury (April 2020)


